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ABSTRACT

High-contrast adaptive optics systems, such as those needed to image extrasolar planets, are known to require
excellent wavefront control and diffraction suppression. At the Laboratory for Adaptive Optics on the Extreme
Adaptive Optics testbed, we have already demonstrated wavefront control of better than 1 nm rms within control-
lable spatial frequencies. Corresponding contrast measurements, however, are limited by amplitude variations,
including those introduced by the micro-electrical-mechanical-systems (MEMS) deformable mirror. Results from
experimental measurements and wave optic simulations of amplitude variations on the ExAO testbed are pre-
sented. We find systematic intensity variations of about 2% rms, and intensity variations with the MEMS to
be 6%. Some errors are introduced by phase and amplitude mixing because the MEMS is not conjugate to
the pupil, but independent measurements of MEMS reflectivity suggest that some error is introduced by small
non-uniformities in the reflectivity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

High-contrast imaging, of the type required to image exoplanets, is both technically challenging and a growing
area of research. The technical challenges are being explored by many groups in support of future planet imagers.
Our work on the ExAO testbed in the Laboratory for Adaptive Optics (LAO) at UC Santa Cruz supports the
Gemini Planet Imager (GPI),1 which has expected first light in 2010. The SPHERE project also has a ground-
based imager under development planned for first light in the same year.2 Both ground-based imagers hope to
achieve contrast of between 10−6 and 10−7 in order to image young Jupiter-like planets. The Terrestrial Planet
Finder (TPF) is a space-based instrument with more stringent contrast requirements for imaging earth-like
planets. Testbed experiments in support of TPF are on-going on the High Contrast Imaging Testbed (HCIT).3

It is well known that high-contrast imaging requires excellent diffraction suppression and low wavefront errors.
It is becoming clear that amplitude errors must also be considered, either in design choices or with active control.
Previous work at the LAO includes demonstrating 6.5× 10−8 contrast from 10 to 25 λ/D without active phase
control using a prolate shaped pupil for diffraction suppression.4 In that case contrast was limited by wavefront
error. After extensive testing of 1024-actuator micro-electrical-mechanical-systems (MEMS) deformable mirrors
(DMs) we achieved precision phase control of better than 1 nm rms over a 9.2 mm aperture within the controllable
spatial frequencies of the DM.5 The obvious next step is to measure contrast with active phase control. These
measurements have been done and preliminary results presented previously,6 however as discussed in Section
3 contrast measurements with the MEMS deformable mirrors are more complicated than with the flat mirror.
One such complication are the increased amplitude variations for the system with the MEMS DM compared to
with a flat mirror. In this paper we present our investigation into the magnitude, sources and effect of amplitude
variation on far-field contrast for the ExAO testbed. Because of their more stringent contrast requirements HCIT
completed a full investigation of amplitude variation including an end-to-end system simulation and experimental
measurements.7 They found amplitude errors to limit contrast to 10−6 levels and active amplitude correction
in the form of speckle nulling was used to correct those limiting errors over a half dark hole region3 allowing
contrasts of 6× 10−10.



2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The original layout for the ExAO testbed is described in several publications.4, 5 In brief the simple design had low
wavefront error (< 1.5 nm rms), but was limited to one pupil plane (about 18 cm in front of the MEMS DM) and
one focal plane. The built in metrology of the phase shifting diffraction interferometer (PSDI)8 allowed excellent
wavefront characterization to compliment far-field contrast measurements, but diffraction was suppressed with a
shaped pupil producing only a small high-contrast region. A beam splitter and spatially filtered wavefront sensor
were added to the system.9 Phase II was completed in 2006 and extends the Phase I system with two spherical
mirrors to add an additional pupil and focal plane, allowing a more sophisticated lyot-style coronagraph to be
used to suppress diffraction. A pupil imaging mode can be used for characterizing amplitude errors. The pupil
is still not quite conjugate to the DM which introduces some errors that will be discussed later.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the Phase II ExAO testbed. The PSDI front end located at the top left feeds the test (measurement)
and reference fibers for the system. The PSDI pinhole can be placed at focus position 1 (labeled CI for coronagraph input),
effectively reproducing the phase I system or by replacing the far-field CCD the pinhole can be placed at focus position
2. The far-field camera is out-of-plane to reduce astigmatism introduced by the spherical mirrors (M1 and M2).

Figure 1 is a schematic of the Phase II testbed. In the top left corner is the PSDI front end which feeds
both the reference and the measurement (or test) beams. The pinhole can be placed at focus position one,
labeled CI for coronagraph input, or can replace the far-field camera at focus position 2. Putting the pinhole at
focus position 1 effectively replicates the Phase I testbed. The two spherical mirrors used to re-image the pupil
introduce astigmatism, and the far-field camera is placed out-of-plane to correct that error. A pupil imaging lens
can be placed after the Lyot stop (second pupil plan) to re-image the pupil onto the far-field CCD. This is the
pupil imaging mode. Astigmatism is not as well corrected in the pupil imaging mode leading to an additional



error source on the order of 20 nm rms in this mode. The beam splitter (BS) before the first focus feeds the
spatial filtered (SF) Shack-Hartman wavefront sensor (WFS), which was not used for the results presented here.
The deformable mirror is a 1024 - actuator MEMS DM, produced by Boston Micromachines.

2.1 Simulations

Amplitude variations can be introduced by real intensity variations caused by non-uniform illumination or coating
imperfections in optics, but they can also be introduced by wave optic effects, like phase and amplitude mixing.7, 10

Wave optic effects might be misinterpreted by the instrumentation we use for measuring amplitude variation,
further confusing the results. Wave-optic simulations can provide insight into understanding and identification
of wave optic induced amplitude variation.

The PSDI uses a wave optics propagation program for ‘lensless imaging’ of the pupil or MEMS planes. The
program is called Stitch and it can also be used to simulate the effect of amplitude or phase variations introduced
in the pupil or MEMS planes.11 The code is used during normal operation of the PSDI. The interference pattern
generated by the reference and measurement (test) beams is recorded at a CCD located in an arbitrary location
along the optical axis. Using standard phase-shifting interferometer techniques this produces a measurement of
the fringe pattern at this location, which can then be converted to a wavefront. This wavefront is numerically
propagated using Stitch in two steps to the plane of interest using the ABCD matrix and a Huygens Integral
transformation implemented with FFTs. For simulation purposes an initial wavefront is generated at the plane
of interest then the code propagates the input phase and amplitude to focus and then to the PSDI CCD position.
With the wavefront now measured at the CCD position the typical back propagation is used to return to the
pupil or MEMS plane. This simulation reflects the phase I configuration of the system quite well, and as the
PSDI code was tested extensively during its development8 it is a powerful tool for understanding amplitude and
phase errors. Stich is not very flexible making simulation of the more complex Phase II system difficult and
repeated simulations are tedious. A wave optics simulation written in IDL is more suitable. Initially we have
used the IDL simulation to replicate the Stitch simulation of the Phase I system. In the future a more complete
end-to-end simulation is desirable and we plan to extend the current IDL simulation to meet that need.

3. EFFECT OF AMPLITUDE VARIATION ON HIGH CONTRAST
MEASUREMENTS

The method for measuring contrast in the far field on the ExAO testbed has been thoroughly described in
previous works.4, 12 It is briefly outlined here. Typically far-field measurements are taken with a simple, single-
opening prolate-spheroid-shaped pupil to suppress diffraction. The pupil is placed in front of the flat mirror or
MEMS DM, and a focal plane mask is used either at focus 1 with the CCD right after or in the new system
at focus position 1 with the CCD at focus position 2. The data in this section was all taken before the Phase
II changes were implemented (and helped to motivate the change). A series of far-field images is taken with
varying amounts of laser power to overcome the limited dynamic range of the camera. In the high-power images
used to measure the wings of the PSF the focal plane block is used to block the core of the image, which would
otherwise saturate the CCD. The shape of the PSF and focal plane mask result in a wedge shaped region of high
contrast that has an angular size of between 4 and 8 degrees.

We demonstrated in 2006 that on the ExAO testbed, high-contrast measurements with a flat mirror were
primarily limited by the uncorrected phase.4 In that case we used the phase measured by the PSDI to simulate
the far-field image and compared the simulation with the experimental result. The PSDI, however, measures
both phase and amplitude, enabling us to return to that data set and do a second simulation. The results of
the two simulations are compared to the experimental data in Fig. 2. From the new simulation it is clear that
amplitude variations do play a role in limiting contrast in the flat mirror case outside of about 15 λ/D. In the
case of high-contrast measurements with the MEMS the typical region of interest is a 4 degree wedge extending
from 8 to 13 λ/D. The outer working distance is set by the spatial frequencies that can be controlled by the
MEMS DM. In the flat mirror data this region is largely unaffected by systematic amplitude errors.

Unfortunately when the MEMS DM is added to the testbed amplitude errors increase, particularly over mid-
spatial frequencies. The process for MEMS flattening, including an error budget is well described elsewhere,.5 For
these measurements the MEMS was flattened to 0.5 nm rms wavefront error within controllable spatial frequencies



Figure 2. Radial average of experimentally measured contrast (using a flat mirror in place of DM and a prolate shaped
pupil) is compared to a simulation from measured phase alone and measured phase and amplitude. Around 15 λ/D
amplitude errors begin to limit contrast.

over the 9.2 mm aperture (measured in the MEMS plane). Figure 3 compares the experimentally measured
contrast to the contrast simulated with the measured phase alone and the measured phase and amplitude, as
was done in the flat mirror case. The inner working distance is set by bleeding from saturated areas on the CCD

Figure 3. Radial average of experimental (with a shaped pupil) and simulated far-field images with the MEMS mirror.
The black line is experimental MEMS data, the red line is a simulation with only phase and the blue line is a simulation
using measured phase and amplitude. Clearly contrast is limited somewhat by amplitude errors, however the small region
of high contrast makes it difficult to diagnose.

near the focal plane mask and in this region the simulations are also very sensitive to the exact placement of
the shaped pupil mask. Examining the region of interest from 8 to 13 λ/D, it appears that the experimental
result cannot be completely accounted for by the phase. It also appears that amplitude errors are overestimated
by the PSDI. The limited region of diffraction suppression and wavefront control for this experiment make it
difficult to diagnose the source of the error. Using the PSDI measurements we can simulate a more ideal case
for diffraction suppression with a much larger region of high contrast. Figures 4 and 5 were simulated with a
Blackman apodization. With a symmetric apodization we can radial average over the entire image and it is clear



that amplitude errors limit contrast a small but measurable amount over controllable spatial frequencies. In
this case contrast is reduced by 3× 10−7, for comparison using a MEMS device with a window (to protect from
humidity damage) will reduce contrast in our system by 1× 10−7. The dark hole region is not as noticeable as
might be expected because of the relatively low out-of-band errors. There is an interesting difference between
the two simulations for both the shaped pupil and Blackman apodization at 20 λ/D that was not seen in the
flat mirror data.

Figure 4. Radial average of PSF simulated with the measured phase alone and the measured phase and amplitude of the
flattened MEMS DM, using a Blackman apodization for diffraction suppression. Amplitude variations appear to limit
contrast by 3× 10−7 over controllable spatial frequencies, and particularly at about 20 λ/D. The Blackman apodziation
produces a larger region of high contrast, making amplitude effects easier to identify.

Figure 5. Simulated PSFs using the measured phase alone (left) and the measured phase and amplitude (right). These
are shown on the same scale and approximate diameter of each is 27 λ/D, the ‘dark hole’ region.

From these comparisons it is clear that amplitude variations will potentially limit the contrast of the testbed,
particularly when additional atmospheric-like abberations are included. The PSDI may be overestimating those
errors making another means of measuring amplitude error desirable. It would also be much easier to understand
the limitations of the far-field data if the region of high contrast was bigger. The Phase II system addresses
these concerns. In particular the addition of an extra pupil and focal plane allows more sophisticated Lyot-style
coronagraphs to be used, and the pupil imaging mode allows a more direct measurement of intensity variations
in the system.



Figure 6. Intensity of the flat mirror measured in the pupil plane in pupil imaging mode (Lyot) and by the PSDI. The
right image is an IDL simulation with uniform phase and amplitude, truncated as it propagates through focus.

4. SYSTEMATIC AMPLITUDE VARIATION

Systematic amplitude variations are measured with the flat mirror in place of the MEMS DM. The flat mirror for
these measurements was aluminum coated, but we have since replaced it with a gold coated flat to correspond
more closely to the MEMS. The intensity variations are measured using the PSDI and the new pupil imaging
mode. Two sample images are shown in Fig. 6. The most obvious feature in the PSDI images is the ringing at
the edges. This is also visible in phase measurements and in both cases is caused by truncation by an aperture
located at the pinhole aligner (located at focus position 1 or 2). The ringing in the power spectrum provides a
convenient feature for testing our simulation tools. Using both Stich and IDL to simulate a uniform phase and
amplitude at the pupil plane, truncated by an aperture at the pinhole aligner we can reproduce the ringing seen
in the power spectrum of the experimental data. The IDL simulated intensity is the right image in Fig. 6. The
power spectra of the PSDI measured intensity, the pupil imaging mode intensity (also called Lyot mode because
we are re-imaging the plane where the Lyot-stop goes) and the simple simulation using just uniform phase and
amplitude are shown in Fig. 7. From the PSDI data the system has 2.2% intensity variation (calculated over a

Figure 7. Power spectra corresponding to the three intensity images in Fig. 6. The peak at 30 cycles per aperture is
caused by truncation at the pinhole. In pupil imaging mode fringing from the imaging CCD introduces error at just over
20 cycles per aperture.

75% aperture to avoid some of the ringing). Most of the error, 1.2%, is located from 0 to 5 cycles per aperture.
These low-order errors are probably caused by non-uniform illumination. Without careful alignment of the input
fiber these errors can be much bigger. Similar errors were measured at HCIT.7 The pupil images have larger
intensity variations, most likely caused by imperfections in the re-imaging optics and fringing produced by the



window of the imaging CCD. We are investigating better flat fielding or post-processing techniques to make
the pupil imaging mode better. The fringing in the pupil image can also be seen as a small peak in the power
spectrum in Fig. 7.

Another source of intensity variation in the system is phase and amplitude mixing. The system has low
wavefront error, but it will be introduced from two different positions (the focusing lens and the flat mirror).
Figure 8 is the power spectra of the original measured phase, a simulation using uniform phase and amplitude
with the truncation at the pinhole aligner, and a simulation using uniform amplitude and the measured PSDI
phase. The PSDI phase has been back propagated during acquisition so some errors may be magnified by the
double propagation required for the simulation. The simulation indicates that phase errors can account for some,
but not all of the amplitude variation seen in the PSDI measurement. The phase and amplitude mixing is more
likely the source of higher order aberrations. This is consistent with the errors coming from the flat mirror in
the system, which is 18 cm from the pupil plane. For example 20 cycles per aperture at a wavelength of 532 nm
has a quarter talbot length ( phase converts to positive amplitude) of about 23 cm?

Figure 8. The power spectra of the measured PSDI intensity is compared with the intensity from a simulation using
Stitch with uniform phase and amplitude (propagated to focus, truncated with the aperture of the pinhole aligner and
then back to the pupil plane) and a similar simulation using uniform amplitude and the measured phase. Phase errors
can account for some the of the intensity variation, but not all. The remaining error could be caused by real intensity
variations introduced in the optical system.

Far-field simulations with the measured phase and amplitude for the flat mirror case correspond well with
experimental results indicating that most of the measured amplitude errors are real. Some errors are introduced
by truncation at the pinhole aligner or in the case of pupil imaging these can be introduced by the beam splitter
used for the wavefront sensor. Phase and amplitude mixing might account for some errors, but not all of the
measured error. The remaining error is probably caused by real intensity variations introduced by the optical
system or other un-simulated wave-optic effects. The end-to-end simulation will help us confirm the source of
mid-frequency error and the source of additional errors measured in the pupil imaging mode but not with the
PSDI.

5. MEMS DM AMPLITUDE VARIATION

Based on the far-field measurements in Section 3 we know that the MEMS DM introduces amplitude variations
which limit contrast. These errors could be caused by real variation in the reflectivity of the MEMS or could
be caused by more complicated wave optic effects like phase and amplitude mixing. We are investigating both
possibilities. Figure 9 is the PSDI measured intensity of the MEMS in the pupil plane and the MEMS plane.
In the system with the flat mirror we see that there is some mixing at high spatial frequencies, but with the



introduction of more mid-frequency error with the MEMS device even minimal mixing can introduce measurable
errors. Figure 10 is the power spectra of the measured intensity of the MEMS by the PSDI and in pupil imaging

Figure 9. MEMS intensity measured by the PSDI in the MEMS plane (left) and the pupil plane (right). The pupil is
separated from the MEMS plane by 18 cm.

mode, compared to the flat mirror. In this case all measurements are from the MEMS plane (the previous flat
mirror power spectra are taken from the pupil plane). Based on the PSDI data the MEMS has 6 % rms intensity
variation in the MEMS plane. Systematic low order intensity variations are still present and no worse with the
introduction of the MEMS device (about 1.5 %). The peak at 22 cycles per aperture corresponds to the ripple on
the MEMS device at the actuator spacing (for this data an 8 mm aperture was used) and accounts for another
2% rms error. The remaining mid-spatial frequency intensity errors introduced by the MEMS are significant and
will interfere the most with far-field imaging. The mid-spatial frequency range in the MEMS intensity measured
with the pupil imager is obscured probably by fringing from the CCD window, or errors in the re-imaging optics
(the same problems noted with the flat mirror). We are investigating if these mid-frequency errors are caused
by variations in reflectivity (see Section 5.1. The difference in intensity of the MEMS in the MEMS plane and

Figure 10. Power spectra of the MEMS intensity measured in pupil imaging mode and with the PSDI compared to the
flat mirror. All measurements were made in the MEMS plane.

pupil plane can be seen in the images of Fig. 9 but the spatial frequency information from the power spectra of
Fig. 11 is more useful. As expected there is not much amplitude and phase mixing at low spatial frequencies but
a mid-spatial frequencies it is significant. From the PSDI intensity measured in the pupil plane the MEMS has
8% intensity variation with a significant amount in the mid-frequency range.



Figure 11. The power spectra of the MEMS intensity measured in the MEMS plane is compared to the intensity measured
in the pupil plane. The changes in intensity between the MEMS and pupil plane are caused by phase and amplitude
mixing.

One way to investigate the effect of phase on intensity is to introduce different wavefronts at the MEMS plane
either in simulation or using the MEMS and then examine the effect at the pupil or MEMS plane. Ideally a phase
placed at the MEMS plane and measured in the MEMS plane would not introduce any amplitude variation. The
left and middle images in Figure 12 are an experimental measurement of the MEMS with a sinusoidal shape at
the MEMS plane. The left image is the measured phase and the middle image is the measured intensity. On
the right we have used Stitch to simulate introducing a uniform amplitude and a sinusoid in the phase at the
MEMS plane. The wavefront was propagated to focus (and truncated) then propagated to the CCD and then
back to the MEMS plane using the standard PSDI lensless imaging. In the IDL simulation (not shown here),
which includes the truncation at the focus, but not the CCD, a phase introduced at the MEMS plane does not
vary the amplitude in the re-propagated MEMS plane. This would seem to indicate that truncation at the CCD
is responsible for the intensity variation, however the corresponding experimental pupil image is similar. We are
still investigating these effects.

Figure 12. A sinusoid phase was introduced experimentally and in simulation at the MEMS plane. The left and middle
images are the experimental PSDI measurements (phase and intensity respectively) of the MEMS plane after the shape
was applied. On the right is the simulated intensity after a wavefront with uniform amplitude and sinusoid phase was
propagated to the PSDI CCD and then back-propagated to the MEMS plane. Ideally there would no amplitude change
in the this plane.

5.1 MEMS Reflectivity

From interferometry measurements we know that the MEMS has small scale structures, and those structures
could affect the uniformity of the coating thickness and thereby change the reflectivity. Unfortunately the PSDI
and the pupil imaging mode are both affected by wave-optic effects making an independent measurement of



MEMS reflectivity desirable. Measuring MEMS reflectivity over multiple points quantitatively has proven more
difficult than we expected and we are continuing to explore other options.

A fiber-based spectrometer was used to measure the reflectivity of the MEMS relative to a Gold standard
from Newport (ER.4). The MEMS was measured at multiple locations and an aluminum flat was also tested. It
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Figure 13. Using a fiber-based Spectrometer the reflectivity of an aluminum flat (ER.1) and several positions on the
MEMS were relative to a Newport Gold Standard (ER.4). The gold standard has poor reflectivity at short wavelengths
causing the spike in reflectivity ratio for the MEMS and aluminum flat below 550 nm. The testbed operates at 532 nm
and as this chart indicates this is a poor wavelength for characterizing MEMS reflectivity. It appears that most areas of
the MEMS are relatively uniform, but not all areas and even a variation of a few percent could be a problem.

is immediately clear from the results (See Fig. 13) that the 532 nm operating wavelength of the testbed is a poor
choice for characterizing gold reflectivity. The gold standard has particularly poor reflectivity at less than 550
nm wavelengths causing even poor reflectivity of the MEMS at these wavelengths to have a high reflectivity ratio.
As expected the aluminum flat is more much more reflective than the gold standard at short visible wavelengths.
The variation between the MEMS positions indicates that even at higher wavelengths where the MEMS is more
reflective there are variations in reflectivity, but absolute values and the resulting effect in the far-field are hard
to quantify from these measurements (the MEMS positions were selected by moving the MEMS on a translation
stage by hand). It is likely that a variation of even a few percent will introduce errors in the far field. A map of
reflectivity across the device that could be used for simulations would be helpful. Testing the reflectivity of the
MEMS at longer wavelengths will be investigated in the future.

Another way to examine MEMS reflectivity is to measure the thickness of the gold coating directly. The
design of the DM calls for the gold to be 90 nm. We attempted to use a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
in tunneling mode for this purpose. In this mode the ratio of gold and silicon can be compared at multiple
positions. Measurements were taken from the four corners and twelve positions at 100 µm intervals from the
center of a 140 actuator un-wired MEMS device. There was a variation in the ratio of gold to silicon of about
1%. This probably corresponds to a few percent variation in the thickness, which seems consistent with the
fiber-based spectrometer data. The SEM can also be used to image the surface of the device. An SEM image of
an etch hole on the test device is shown in Fig. 14.



Figure 14. Scanning Electron Microscope of an etch hole on a sample 140 MEMS (no electrical connections). In Tunneling
mode the SEM was used to estimate the thickness of the gold coating by comparing the ratio of gold to silicon. We
estimate a uniformity in thickness of within a few percent.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Systematic amplitude variation on the ExAO testbed is about 2%, but when the MEMS is introduced to the
system the error increases to 6% (8% when measured in the pupil plane). The amplitude errors introduced by
the MEMS limit contrast a small but measurable amount. Some of the amplitude variation is caused by phase
and amplitude mixing. This is a particular problem because the MEMS and the pupil plane are not conjugate.
Other measurements of the MEMS device suggest that some intensity variation is caused by the non-uniform
reflectivity of the MEMS device, which could be particularly problematic at the operating wavelength of the
testbed because of the poor reflectivity of gold at the operating wavelength of 532 nm.

We will continue to investigate intensity variations in the system by developing an end-to-end simulation of the
system. In particular we want to look at sinusoids of different spatial frequencies and their effect on the intensity
at the pupil and MEMS planes. A full simulation of the far-field measurements with a lyot-style coronagraph
would also help to understand the affect of amplitude variation on more realistic high-contrast measurements.
We will also explore other methods for testing the MEMS reflectivity independently of the system including at
longer wavelengths more like the GPI instrument.
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